OIC I–House Moving Out Survey Results

- 80% of students from more than 16 countries were satisfied with dormitory life as a whole.
- Over half of residents had concerns about living with other people before moving in, but they applied for the dormitory because “I felt reassured because it is a university dormitory” (60%), “I can interact/make friends with students from many different countries” (48%).
- When they moved out, almost 90% of residents were satisfied, saying “I can interact/make friends with students from many different countries”, “There was always somebody around so it was fun / I was not lonely”.
- 78% of residents felt that they had changed/grown as a result of living in the dormitory.

Students who took advantage of the dormitory’s international environment, support from RMs, and events and reached out to others/put effort into getting along had better experiences overall.

Please indicate whether or not you feel you have experienced personal growth

Very much  A little  Not much  Not at all